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Alerts. Continue with Google. There are many explanations about the importance of joining
Kawasaki Vulcan S forum. Owning a Kawasaki Vulcan S is an absolute pride because riding
motorcycle is not common in this country and not everybody can afford a Kawasaki motorcycle
with its powerful performance and dashing design. That is why you do not see many people
driving this motorcycle on the road. At some points, you will feel quite alone because you are
on your own and you have nobody else to talk about your Kawasaki Vulcan S. This is the first
reason why you need to join Kawasaki Vulcan S forum. Below are some more reasons. Beside
of finding someone else to talk about your motorcycle, by joining in a forum, you will be around
many people with the same interest with you. Talking with them can gain you some ideas for the
motorcycle or maybe for the forum. You can just have an internet forum and you can get online
and join the forum basically anytime you want. The members of the internet forum of Kawasaki
Vulcan S can also write whatever they want in the forum. They can ask anything related to the
motorcycle or even talking about anything else like selling the motorcycle, looking for specific
accessories and many more. Basically, anything can be done in a forum and that is why you
should join one. Let us say that you have no idea about motorcycle and you just happen to have
one. You do not even know the right motorcycle term to call a specific part of the motorcycle or
something and all you know is that you have a motorcycle and you ride it. Well, by joining a
forum you can definitely increase your knowledge about Kawasaki Vulcan S. You can figure out
the strength and weakness of the motorcycle, you can understand well about its feature as well.
In a forum, there will be senior members for sure and they probably know about the motorcycle
ten times better than you. Thus, by joining the forum, you will have the opportunity to get a
mentorship from the senior members. Now that you know joining forum can be beneficial for
you, you need to find one forum that is official and will bring you all those benefits. To find the
right internet forum, you can simply search it on the internet and look for the options. The first

searching result is probably the official forum. If you are not sure, you can go to the official
website of Kawasaki and ask for the official Kawasaki Vulcan S forum. Your email address will
not be published. Skip to content There are many explanations about the importance of joining
Kawasaki Vulcan S forum. Table of Contents show. Gain Ideas. Increase Knowledge. Finding the
Right Forum. Leave a Reply Cancel reply Your email address will not be published. Other than
the Vulcan S, Kawasaki has great models in the Vulcan range. Kawasaki has made sure to make
a mark in the motorcycling industry because these are genuinely great bikes. Having a look at
the Vulcan can sometimes seem like these are unstoppable bikes, and nothing can go wrong.
This problem is apparent in most Kawasaki Vulcan models. The issues that result from a failing
oil gear pump will usually show up between 4, miles and 15, miles on the bike. Keep in mind that
the oil gear pump problems mostly affected older variations of the Vulcan. This includes models
from through to This was due to Kawasaki having installed a plastic oil gear pump instead of a
metal one. These plastic pumps were weak, and a lot of Vulcans faced the issue of having to
replace it. The problem was solved by Kawasaki replacing the pumps under warranty. These
days, there are only a few Vulcan models that experience this problem. This is because
Kawasaki went and upgraded the oil gear pump from plastic to metal. The problem was more
apparent on the Vulcan Classic models, and owners opted to replace the oil gear with a third
party one. Replacing the oil gear pump seems to solve the symptoms listed above. This
particular problem with the stator is apparent on the Vulcan Classic, Vulcan , Vulcan models.
Stators are generally in charge of the charging system on a bike. This is why problems with a
stator will typically seem like battery or charging problems. If you face one of these symptoms,
a visit to the mechanic might be the next logical step. These will all be necessary tests to
undergo to get to the root of the problem. These can usually be done at home if you have the
required tools and knowledge to diagnose the Vulcan. If the problem seems to be battery
related, a replacement battery or charging it properly usually alleviates the problem on the
Vulcans. There is a variety of choices for these parts that range in quality and longevity.
Unfortunately, not all owners faced with this issue can replace the parts and solve the problem.
In a few unlucky instances, the parts were exchanged for new ones, and a few days later, the
parts died out, and the owner was back to the same problem again. Although these instances
were pretty rare, the problem persisted, and a few owners went as far as rebuilding the whole
stator unit on the Vulcan. This issue occurs most often on the Kawasaki Vulcan The drive pulley
on the Vulcan drives the belt, and most owners facing the problem experience noises coming
from the belt. When it comes to these Drive Pulley problems on the Vulcan, it can indicate
issues with different components. Problems with the drive pulley will usually show themselves
as noises coming from the belt. It sounds like the belt is rubbing up against something and
producing a squealing noise. Owners of the Vulcan who came across this problem stated that it
showed up after the bike had fallen or had gotten into an accident. This can also happen after a
replacement of the belt. The belt tension on the Kawasaki Vulcans is very sensitive. This means
that adjusting the belt incorrectly will usually result in a noisy belt or faulty drive pulley system.
So, belt tension that is too tight or too loose will bring up issues with the belt and drive pulley
system on the Vulcan. Most problems that arise with a noisy belt usually indicated an
incorrectly adjusted belt tension. Drive pulley problems usually occur between 2, miles and 9,
miles on the Vulcan Swapping out the belt for a new one can work, but the tension has to be
just right when installing the new drive belt. So it is recommended to have a mechanic or
dealership deal with the installation. Having visited a mechanic, other owners found out that the
nut on the drive pulley had come loose. This is a different issue, and the noise from a loose nut
on the drive pulley will only happen when the bike is coasting. The nut coming loose is not as
common as the belt issue but does affect a lot of riders. A loose nut can result in some wear
and tear on both the drive pulley and the output spline shaft. The only difference is that the
whining noise is very high pitched and seems to be coming from the left side of the engine. The
problem usually points to a failing stator. Aftermarket or third party stators are available for the
Kawasaki Vulcan models. This problem affects a few Vulcan models. The Vulcan gives of a
rattling noise coming from the transmission. This is a problem that mostly affects the Vulcan
models. The speedometer would sometimes act up. It would show inaccurate speeds and
sometimes stop working altogether. Users found that the speedometer cable housing was not
entirely closed, and this led to the speedometer acting up. On the Vulcan , the speedometer
cable housing can be a bit tricky to get to. So those who fixed the problem were able to use a
pair of long-nosed pliers to get the housing closed. The Kawasaki Vulcan models were a big
player in the cruiser market, especially in the US. This might be because of the great handling
and the power of the engine. The Kawasaki Vulcan S model has a steady crop of Kawasaki
cruiser fans. It puts out a maximum of RPM at 63Nm, and all that power comes to a smooth stop
with an improved braking system. Most owners of the new Vulcan S model from Kawasaki brag

about its stopping power. The bike features ABS and a single mm disc front brake. The seating
position on the Kawasaki Vulcan models has always been comfortable and can go up against
some of the best cruisers in the same range. Little creature comforts, such as a clever
neutral-finder at stops, floorboards, and a backrest for the passenger, plus electronic cruise
control, add to the superb package that makes the Kawasaki Vulcan Nomad a great model you
might not have considered. Kawasaki market research has determined that a primary concern
for motorcycle buyersâ€”first-timers and experienced ridersâ€”is finding a motorcycle that
physically fits. Picking a new bike is not unlike trying on a new pair of shoes, and it is here that
the all-new Kawasaki Vulcan S Ergo-Fit concept provides a fresh approach. NB: These prices
are estimated and may vary concerning your location. Also, the model and the mileage may play
a part in its price range. Skip to content. We may earn commissions through our links. Table of
Contents. Was this article helpful? Click to share Did you find wrong information or was
something missing? We would love to hear your thoughts! Name not required. Email not
required. Read on to get all information on my first impressions, handling, brake performance
and a special test of the brakes and engine braking forces. I will give you my thoughts on the
engine performance and suspension, and if I would recommend this motorcycle to experienced
and beginner riders. After two hours of riding, I came back to the Kawasaki dealer where
another surprise waited for me. My colleague at the dealership told me that I could keep the
Vulcan for two more days over the weekend if I were willing to share my experience with a
journalist, who is also a local acquaintance of mine. Who could say no to such an offer? OK,
here we go. A beautiful sunny Saturday morning â€” check! All ready and geared up â€” check!
Full of positive energy and excitement â€” check! It is time to take this beauty on the road. If
you want to know more about cruiser motorcycles, take a look at our recent blog on Cruiser
motorcycles â€” the Ultimate choice for real bikers. Will I be able to handle the Kawasaki Vulcan
S? Would it feel like a big cumbersome couch on two wheels? Will the relatively small cc engine
be able to put out enough power to move it from the spot? Well my friends, prepare to be
amazed. I was riding on this amazing forest road full of curves. After a while I returned to the
city and made a stop in a coffee shop. I picked it up and saw the theft notification. I immediately
ran out to check on the bike â€” luckily I could stop the thief of riding away with the Kawasaki
Vulcan S. I still cannot believe, that this little gadget actually prevented the Kawasaki Vulcan S
from being stolen. Quite contrary. Also, during the ride, it handles amazingly well, unlike
anything I expected. It must be due to the clever weight distribution of the motorcycle. The
handlebars feel very light and offer you excellent control of the motorcycle in corners as well. I
was impressed by how good can you take the Kawasaki Vulcan through tight turns on twisty
roads. Are you concerned if you will be able to handle it if you are a taller or a smaller rider?
Regardless of your height, you will feel very comfortable. One thing that I would point out, and
this is only nitpicking on my part, is the long turn radius which makes a simple U-turn not so
simple. The parallel-twin liquid-cooled engine produces very little vibration for a twin-engine, so
it is very comfortable on longer rides. The sheer power offers a lot of fun while cornering
around and still has enough reserve to overtake another vehicle safely. It much more resembles
a sportbike than a cruiser which I find simply astonishing. The Kawasaki Vulcan comes with the
brake system that will give you a lot of confidence. The front brake is a single mm disc with a
twin-piston calliper with ABS and the rear brake a single mm disc with a single-piston calliper,
ABS. The high engine torque increases the stopping power with significant engine braking as
well. I pulled out our specially developed device that measures motorcycle telemetric data and
decided to measure the stopping power of engine braking at highway speeds. First I measured
the maximum braking force with both brakes applied to their maximum. You will not believe how
much stopping power you get from engine braking and air resistance drag. And all this without
even touching the brakes and no indication on the brake light. It makes it a brilliant addition for
any motorcycle out there, not just the Kawasaki Vulcan S. Our devices are compatible with your
motorcycle. Here is your limited time offer. The Kawasaki Vulcan looks astonishing. If you are
into cruisers, it just might be one of your favourite cruiser designs. There is a lot of unique
details that compliment the quality built motorcycle. If you look at the motorcycle more closely,
you will see that every detail on the motorcycle is carefully designed. The seat is very
comfortable, and since the Kawasaki Vulcan has a very low seating position. Even smaller
riders will have no trouble reaching the ground with both feet. The seating position feels very
natural. While we are at the foot pegs, this is the only place where you can feel quite a strong
vibration from the engine. After a good hour of riding, I felt it in my legs, but I guess I could get
used to this eventually. The rear suspension offers seven different settings , and while I had it
set to the softest setting, I could still feel every little bump on the road. This is something I was
used to when riding sports bikes, so this was a bit surprising to me. Another thing that will
surprise you is, that you can easily scrape your footpegs on the asphalt. This is due to a low

ground clearance of the Kawasaki Vulcan and low positioned footpegs. But to be clear, the
Kawasaki Vulcan is a cruiser. Its purpose is not to bring your knee down in the corners. Overall,
especially considering the very affordable price, you get a lot of motorcycles for the price. The
performance is easily comparable to any other mid-range cruiser. The stock headlight, tail light
and directional indicators are average and could be better. The wind protection is quite good,
even at higher speeds but you have to take into account, that this is a cruiser and this type of
motorcycles are not meant for speeding. Wide handlebars will make filtering through dense city
traffic a bit harder than with any other type of motorcycle, but the easy handling will still make it
manageable. The one thing I would definitely change immediately on the Kawasaki Vulcan is the
mirrors. Take it as my personal opinion, but the mirrors are simply ugly. It seems like someone
has forgotten them and had no interest in designing them. Overall, the Kawasaki Vulcan
impressed me very positively. It is such a fun bike. Over the three days of riding it, I could see
how I could fall in love with it. Not a single motorcycle out there is perfect. But, I would
definitely count the Vulcan as the one with the least imperfections. It is quality built, very
well-designed, one of the most reliable motorcycles out there. If I were buying a cruiser, this
would be definitely one of the first choices I would consider. Even if I would be buying my first
beginner motorcycle , I think this would arguably be a good choice. What about you? Did the
Kawasaki Vulcan convince you? Excellent review for my needs. I have been riding a Yamaha
V-Star for several years now my first bike and I do like it, but would like to switch to some other
cruiser after several years. Considering a Kawasaki or Yamaha cruiser with all the trimmings
windshield, bags, crash bars, etc. It is still a , and I could use a tad more power, but then again it
seems to have better acceleration than mine or any ccm cruiser, and be generally more nimble,
which counts for the city traffic. My rides are mostly in the city traffic â€” work commute on a
freeway 10 miles one way and moving around town, but now and then I like to go for an out of
town pleasure ride up to 2 hrs long, once or twice a week. Do you think this bike would fit the
mix I described. The Smart Brake Module looks like a very good idea â€” how hard is it to install
for an amateur? Do you offer any warranty on it? You only have to locate the three wires going
directly to the brake light. The module itself has 2 year warranty, but we offer lifetime warranty
as well. Also, you get day money back guarantee, so you can give it a try without any risk. Can
the smart brake module be used with a flashing module also attached? I added the flashing
module right after I bought my bike because I like the idea of getting the attention of these idiots
texting and driving but think the smart brake module is also a good idea. It will trigger the other
module on engine braking, so it will complete the functionality of the brake light in all situations.
Do you guys this I could handle this witb easy or would i be difficult? Like parking in uneven
areas, pulling out off thigh spots or inclines since i live in Baguio? Hi there. The Vulcan is very
easy to handle if you compare it with some other cruisers. However, cruisers are heavier bikes
by definition and are hard to move on inclinations. You could also check the new Intruder , it is
probably the smallest cruiser bike among the newest models, it has a cc engine and is amazing
for commuting if that is what you are looking for. But the best way to find out what works for
you is to give it a try. I easily put both feet down flat when using my Kawasaki Vulcan S. Ola
Sez!! You should test drive the Honda Rebel There is also the cc option the Rebel I am a bit
bigger than you and chose the Vulcan S , I am also 55 y oldâ€¦ My feeling tells meâ€¦ the Rebel
would be the better option for you. Awesome post I might want to thank you for the endeavors
you have made in composing this intriguing and educated article. I have one and I love herâ€¦
Such a amazing bike. My first one tooâ€¦ I strongly recommend the Vulcan. Please offer any
advice you can. We can assure you a will never be too slow for you. A is the best option for new
riders; you get the speed, agility and looks. You will have a hard time pushing the bike to its
limits. Picked up my new Vulcan 3 weeks ago as my first road bike and this thing is a beast. Im
kilos and its just such a nice bike to ride and just wants to go but also very nice bike to cruise
on. It handles the corners so well even if im scrapping the pegs every now and then. Can get a
little bounce off the seat on up and down roads but as long as your aware of it still handles it
well. I am planning to buy, whether this bike will help in daily commuting to office in Chennai
and weekend ride to Chennai to Bangalore. All are aware the Chennai weather, so want to know
, how was the Engine Heating in your city ride. Kindly suggest. Roll on delivery. I love my
Vulcan S. I have been riding it for four years now and plan to continue for many more. I have
ridden over miles in a day and have found it to be so comfortable. Acceleration is good, braking,
good, corners well but I have had the floor peg touch the ground, which was a bit of a shock the
first time. I can not recommend the bike highly enough. Nb I am female and am 69 years old!
Contact us at support safer-turn. Hey, send your bike model to mark. If you are a human, do not
fill in this field. Skip to content. Subscribe to STS blog. Did you like our article? Leave a Reply
Cancel reply Your email address will not be published. EUR Euro. GBP Pound sterling. Not a
member? Welcome to our community forums, full of great people, ideas and excitement. Please

register if you would like to take part. There are currently 59 users online. Is there time to polish
my ride before the National Rally? Click the images below to find out! Login or Sign Up. Logging
in Remember me. Log in. Forgot password or user name? This is extra text with a test link..
Register Now. Forums Latest Activity My Subscriptions. On Off. Filtered by:. Show More. Last
Post: Distinguished Gentleman's Ride. Distinguished Gentleman's Ride. New Member Intros A
place for new members to introduce themselves. Also use this area to test new signatures,
avatars, editing of posts, etc. Last Post: New member in Texas. New member in Texas. Humor
This forum is for general conversation and subjects other than Motorcycles. Got a funny story
or a picture to share? Put it in here! Last Post: Biker Boots. Biker Boots. New England Vulcan
Riders. Ride Hard, Ride Safe. Last Post: CCW while riding. CCW while riding. Vulcan Mean
Streak. Vulcan S. General Tech Talk Ask tech questions and help others with answers If you
want to set up a Tech Meeting when you're doing something relatively major, or need help in
this, let us know the details as to when and where. General Discussion For general discussion
by all members. Interest in Joining a Chapter Discussion about starting or finding a group near
you. Forum Software Questions, answers and announcements about how our vBulletin Forum
works. For Sale, Trade, or "I Need" Motorcycle items for sale, trade, or any items that you've
looking to purchase. Interest in Starting a Chapter All new and upcoming chapters area! Links
Add your links to any good products, mechanics and good dealers in your part of the country.
VRA Ladies Forum. VRA Storefront Store stock updates and ideas for new product. It all goes
here. Non-Chapter Members Discussion. Only the minutes will be posted here and not general
discussion. AZ Globe Vulcan Riders. AZ Prescott Vulcan Riders. FL Florida Vulcan Riders. KY
Kentucky Vulcan Riders. KY Bluegrass Vulcan Riders. MO Gateway Vulcan Riders. NE Omaha
Vulcan Riders. NV Vegas Vulcan Riders. OH Columbus Vulcan Riders. TX N. Houston Vulcan
Riders. VRA Canada. What's Going On. Most users ever online was at AM on Today's Birthdays.
Janko mbaughman. Vulcan Riders Association Statistics. Welcome to our newest member, Alor
Latest Topics. We've been a motorcycle family for a long time, but just bought our first Vulcan
last month. The Vulcan will be my wife's bike as soon as I get some Channel: New Member
Intros. View All. Recent Blog Posts. Tag Cloud. Check out the VRA Store. All rights reserved.
Yes No. OK Cancel. Public Forums. New member in Texas by Racinfan , AM. Biker Boots by
ggale , PM. Tech Talk and Model Discussion Forums. Vulcan Topics: 55 Posts: Vulcan Topics:
Posts: 1, Vulcan Topics: Posts: 5, Vulcan Topics: Posts: 4, Mean Streak Topics: 76 Posts:
Vulcan S Topics: 14 Posts: Topics: Posts: 6, VRA Member Forums. General Discussion For
general discussion by all members Topics: 3, Posts: 45, Topics: 57 Posts: 1, Topics: 57 Posts:
Topics: Posts: 2, Topics: Posts: 3, Topics: 66 Posts: VRA Chapter Forums. Topics: 3 Posts:
Topics: 23 Posts: Houston Vulcan Riders Topics: 2 Posts: Topics: 1 Posts: 5. When equipped,
California evaporative emissions equipment adds approximately 2. Always wear a helmet, eye
protection and proper apparel. Never ride under the influence of drugs or alcohol. Late-model
sport bikes often use large-bore throttle bodies to generate high levels of power. However, with
large diameter throttles, when a rider suddenly opens the throttle, the unrestricted torque
response can be strong. Dual throttle valve technology was designed to tame engine response
while contributing to performance. On models with dual throttle valves, there are two throttle
valves per cylinder: in addition to the main valves, which are physically linked to the throttle
grip and controlled by the rider, a second set of valves, opened and closed by the ECU,
precisely regulates intake airflow to ensure a natural, linear response. With the air passing
through the throttle bodies becoming smoother, combustion efficiency is improved and power
is increased. Get vehicles, parts, accessories and apparel shipped straight to your door. Height
adjustable. Comfortable seat with. Click on a technology to learn more. Engine Management
Technology. Dual Throttle Valves. See Dealer Inventory. Short Windshield Replacement Plastic.
Speedometer Visor, Chrome. Windshield Bag, Plain. Download Brochure. Vehicle Brochure. We
have selected the previous model year brochure for this vehicle. Sorry, cannot submit. Invalid
fields exist in below form. Sign me up to stay connected with Kawasaki via email. Last Name.
Thank you. Please check your downloads. If your brochure didn't download, please click the
following link: Download Brochure. Your Email has been sent. Thank You! There has been an
unexpected error. Subscription Preferences. Enter your email address so that we can find your
existing information. If you are currently subscribed, check your email for a secure link. Didn't
receive an email from us? We're Sorry. There has been an error. Blending an aggressive ride
with a vintage styling and a powerful cc engine, this bike kicks any experience into high gear.
Whether you're commuting to work or enjoying a day trip, the Vulcan S adds
confidence-inspiring performance to every ride. This configuration is the starting point for
shorter to average-height riders. The handlebar is positioned one inch closer to you for a
confident riding experience, while the Reduced Reach sculpted seat is tapered and moves you
two inches forward. This configuration is the starting point for average-height riders. The

handlebar is positioned to accommodate both average-height and taller riders. The Mid Reach
sculpted seat is tapered for an easy reach to the ground and footpegs are placed in the
standard position for optimal comfort. This configuration is the starting point for average-height
to tall riders. The handlebar is positioned to accommodate both taller and average-height riders,
while Extended Reach sculpted seat moves hip support back an inch to provide extra room.
Additionally, footpegs are placed forward for optimal leg comfort. Take command of comfort
with 18 different adjustable configurations to achieve your preferred fit. The compact cc
parallel-twin engine delivers smooth and responsive power. A light overall weight produces
easy handling and exceptional perf
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ormance for a confidence-inspiring experience. Predictable roll-on power contributes to a
confident riding experience as the revs climb, offering a spirited ride in the high-rpm range.
Sportbike-derived chassis and suspension provides light and responsive handling for easy
maneuvering and sporty feel. Sportbike-influenced wheels and tires contribute to the
light-handling feel and provide confident traction. Built to accommodate a variety of riders, the
rear shock features a seven-position preload adjuster that can optimize the rear suspension,
ensuring a smooth, comfortable ride. Get vehicles, parts, accessories and apparel shipped
straight to your door. Sportbike DNA. Sport Cruiser Performance. Subscription Preferences.
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